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Desktop softphone applications provide some benefits that many desk phones,
and some other softphones, can’t offer. These benefits include geographic
flexibility, direct and text messaging, contact integration, employee presence,
and other features that help bolster team communications.
Desk phones certainly aren’t going anywhere. But when 43% of employed
Americans say they work remotely, a phone system that supports mobile
softphones, and web phones, should be something important to consider
when looking for a functional communications solution.

Web Phone
Simple Contact Access
One of the most important business web phone
features is the ability to see a list of all the contacts in
your organization. Having a complete directory by name
makes it easy to find and reach coworkers, especially if
you have several office locations or departments.
You can also create your own custom contacts in
the shared contacts directory. This feature makes it
convenient to contact the people you work most closely
with, rather than having to search or sort through long
lists of names in different areas.

Presence
For teams who work in different offices or remotely, it’s
important to know whether a colleague is online or not.
Being able to see someone’s real-time status using a
web phone is a helpful indication of their availability.
With presence, a Sales or Customer Service manager
can quickly glance at the list of contacts to see which
agents are currently on a call. A receptionist can check
whether an executive is currently available or busy, and
a coworker can see whether their peers are online and
available in the chat feature.
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Convenience
You can make and receive phone calls wherever there
is a broadband connection simply by signing into your
hosted phone account. Making your phone system as
convenient as e-mail – if you are traveling, simply pack
a headset and you can talk to your family or business
associates for almost nothing.
Manage and adjust your pre-configured rules and
activate Time-Of-Day forwards right from the Web
Phone interface using a simple drag and drop method.

